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Degenerations for representations of extended Dynkin
quivers

Grzegorz Zwara

Abstract. Let A be the path algebra of a quiver of extended Dynkin type An, Bn, Eß, Ë7 or Kg
We show that a finite dimensional yl-module M degenerates to another yl-module N if and only
if there are short exact sequences 0 —> Uz —> Mz —> Vz —> 0 of yl-modules such that M Mi,
Mj^i Ui © Vz for 1 < 1 < s and N Ms+i are true for some natural number s

Mathematics Subject Classification (1991). 14L30, 16G10, 16G70
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1. Introduction and main results

Let A be a finite dimensional associative if-algebra with an identity over an
algebraically closed field K of arbitrary characteristic If a\ 1, an is a basis of
A over K, we have the constant structures atJk defined by ata,j ^a^ko-k The
affine variety mod ^{d) of d-dimensional umtal left A-modules consists of n-tuples
m (mi, ,mn) of d x d-matrices with coefficients in K such that mi is the
identity matrix and mlm:i ^a^kmk holds for all indices 1 and j The general
linear group Gld(K) acts on mod A{d) by conjugation, and the orbits correspond
to the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional modules (see [11]) We shall agree to
identify a d-dimensional A-module M with the point of mod^fd) corresponding to
it We denote by O{M) the Gld(if)-orbit of a module M in mod A(d) Then one

says that a module N in modA(d) is a degeneration of a module M in modA(d)
if N belongs to the Zariski closure O(M) of O(M) in modJ4(d), and we denote
this fact by M <deg ^ Thus <deg ls a partial order on the set of isomorphism
classes of A-modules of a given dimension It is not clear how to characterize <deg
in terms of representation theory

There has been a work by S Abeasis and A del Fra [1], K Bongartz [7],

[10], [9], Ch Riedtmann [13], and A Skowroflski and the author [15], [16], [17]

connecting <deg with other partial orders <ext and < on the isomorphism classes

in modJ4(d) They are defined in terms of representation theory as follows
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• M <ext N: ¦<=> there are modules Mt, Ul, Vt and short exact sequences
0 -s- \J% -s- M% -s- V% -s- 0 in modA such that M M\, M%+\ \J% ® Vt,
1 < i < s, and N Ms^\ for some natural number s.

• M < N: o [X,M] < [X,N] holds for all modules X.

Here and later on we abbreviate dimxHoiriA^, Y) by [X, Y], and furthermore
dimKExt*A(X, Y) by [X, Y]1. Then for modules M and N in mod A(d) the following
implications hold:

M <ext N => M <deg JV => M < N

(see [10], [13]). Unfortunately the reverse implications are not true in general, and
it would be interesting to find out when they are. K. Bongartz proved in [10] (see
also [8]) that it is the case for all representations of Dynkin quivers and the double
arrow. Recently, the author proved in [17] that < and <ext are also equivalent for
all modules over representation-finite blocks of group algebras. Moreover, in [9]

K. Bongartz proved that <deg and < coincide for all representations of extended
Dynkin quivers, and conjectured that possibly <ext and <deg also coincide. The
main aim of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem. The partial orders < and <ext coincide for modules over all tame
concealed algebras.

In particular we get the positive answer to the above question.

Corollary. The partial orders <, <deg and <ext are equivalent for all representations

of extended Dynkin quivers.

We mention that K. Bongartz described in [8, Theorem 4] the set-theoretic
structure of minimal degenerations of modules provided the partial orders <ext
and < coincide. In a forthcoming paper we shall describe the minimal singularities
for representations of extended Dynkin quivers.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation, recall
the relevant définitions and facts, and prove some preliminary results on modules
which we apply in our investigations. In Section 3 we recall several known facts
on tame concealed algebras. In particular we describe some properties of the
additive categories of standard stable tubes. Section 4 is devoted to the proof of
the Theorem.

For basic background on the topics considered here we refer to [5], [10], [9],
[11] and [14]. The results presented in this paper form a part of the author's
doctoral dissertation written under supervision of professor A. Skowroflski. The
author gratefully acknowledges support from the Polish Scientific Grant KBN No.
2 PO3A 020 08.
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2. Preliminary results

2.1. Throughout the paper A denotes a fixed finite dimensional associative K-
algebra with an identity over an algebraically closed field K We denote by mod A
the category of finite dimensional left A-modules, by ind A the full subcategory
of mod A formed by indecomposable modules, and by rad(modj4) the Jacobson
radical of mod A By an A-module is meant an object from mod A Further, we
denote by Ta the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A and by t ta and t~ t^
the Auslander-Reiten translations _DTr and Tr_D, respectively We shall agree to
identify the vertices of Ta with the corresponding indecomposable modules For
a module M we denote by [At] the image of M in the Grothendieck group Kq (A)
of A Thus [At] [N] if and only if M and N have the same simple composition
factors including the multiplicities Finally, for a family T of A-modules, we
denote by add(jF) the additive category given by T, that is, the full subcategory
of mod A formed by all modules lsomorphic to the direct summands of direct sums
of modules from T
2.2. Following [13], for At, N from mod A, we set M < N if and only if
[X, M] < [X, AT] for all A-modules X The fact that < is a partial order on
the isomorphism classes of A-modules follows from a result by M Auslander [3]

(see also [7]) Observe that, if M and N have the same dimension and M < N,
then [At] [N] Moreover, M Auslander and I Reiten have shown in [4] that, if
M and N are A-modules with [At] [N], then for all nonprojective indecomposable

A-modules X and all nonmjective indecomposable modules Y the following
formulas hold (see [12])

[X, At] - [At, tX] [X, N] - [N, tX]
[M,Y] - [t~Y,M] [N,Y] - [t~Y,N]

Hence, if [At] [N], then M < N if and only if [M,X] < [N,X] for all A-modules

X
2.3. Let M and N be A-modules with [At] [N] and

S 0^ D -> E -> F -^0

an exact sequence in mod A Following [13] we define the additive functions Sm n,
S'M N and (5j] on A-modules X as follows

Ömn{X) [N,X]-[M,X]
Ö'MN(X) [X,N]-[X,M]

[D®F,X]- [E, X]

From the Auslander-Reiten formulas (2 2) we get the following very useful equalities

Sm n(X) 5'M n(t~X), 5m n{tX) 5'm n{X)
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for all A-modules X. Observe also that 5m,n{I) 0 for any injective A-module
/, and S'M N(P) 0 for any projective A-module P. In particular, the following
conditions are equivalent:

(1) M <N,
(2) 5m,n{X) > 0 for all X £ TA,
(3) ö'M[N(X) > 0 for all X £ TA.

2.4. For an A-module M and an indecomposable A-module Z, we denote by
j-k{M, Z) the multiplicity of Z as a direct summand of M. For a nonprojective
indecomposable A-module U, we denote by T,(U) an Auslander-Reiten sequence

E(C/) : 0 -> rt/ -^ E(C/) -^ C/ -^ 0,

and, for an injective indecomposable A-module /, we set E(I) //soc(/), t~I
0.

We shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.5. Let M, N be A-modules with [M] [N] and U an indecomposable
A-module. Then

U) - M(M, U) Sm,n(U) - öm,n(E(U)) + Sm,n(tU).

Proof. If U is nonprojective, then the Auslander-Reiten sequence Y,(U) induces an
exact sequence

0 -> HomA(M, tU) -+ HomA(M, E{U)) -+ rad(M, U) -+ 0,

and hence we get

[M,tU®U]- [M,E(U)] [M, U] - dimKrad(M, U) =/x(M,C/).

Similarly, we have

[N, tU®U\- [N, E{U)\ fj,(N, U).

Then we obtain the equalities

fj,(N, U) - fj,(M, U) ([N, tU®U}- [M, tU®U})- (N, [E{U)\ - [M, E{U)})

5m,n{tU) + Sm,n(U) - 5m,n{E{U)).

Assume now that U is projective. Then Hom^M,radC/) ~ rad(M, U), and so

[M, U] - [M, rad U]=^(M,U).
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Similarly, we have

[N, U] - [N, rad U] /j,(N, U).

Therefore, we get

{[N,U] - [M,U]) - ([AT,radC/] - [M,rad£/])
Sm,n(U) - SM,N(radU)

ôm,n(U) - ôm,n(e(u)) + SmMtU)-

2.6. A component F of Ta, without oriented cycles and such that any r-orbit
contains a projective module is called preprojective. Also any module X G add(F)
is called preprojective. There is a partial order < on the set of vertices of a

preprojective component F with U < V if there exists a path in F leading from U
to V. Preinjective components and preinjective modules are defined dually.
2.7. Let M and N be A-modules with M < N. A short nonsplittable exact

sequence
X : 0 -> L\ -> M' -> L2 -^ 0

is said to be admissible for (M, AT) if M M' © V^ for some A-module V^ and

[Ll @ L,2@V,X] < [N,X] for any A-module X (equivalently, S^ < öM n or

We shall need the following fact.

Proposition. Let M and N be A-modules with [M] [N], and assume that
M is preprojective and M < N holds. Then there exists an admissible sequence
0 -> Li -> M -^ L2 -^ 0 /or (M, AT).

Proof. We can repeat the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [10], since Bongartz has used
the fact that N is preprojective only to prove that M is preprojective.

3. Some properties of modules over tame concealed algebras

Here and later on A denotes a fixed tame concealed algebra [14].
3.1. We recall those aspects of the representation theory of tame concealed algebras

that we will need later (see [14], [10]). We have a decomposition of F^ into
the preprojective part V, the preinjective part I and the regular one 1Z, where 1Z

is a sum of stable tubes Tß of ranks rM > 1, for \i G V^(K) K U {oo}. For any
A-module X we can write X Xp © Xr® Xj, where Xp G add(P), Xj G add(I)
and Xr ®„epi(x) ^m with XM G add(T^). All connected components of F^ are

standard (see [14] for définition). A tube of rank 1 is called homogeneous and T^ is

not homogeneous for at most three /x G P1(lf). For any X,Y G Ta, if [X,Y] > 0
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and X and Y do not belong to the same connected component of Ta, then X
is preprojective or Y is preinjective. The abelian category add(T^) is serial and
closed under extensions, so we may speak about simple regular modules, composition

series in add(T^), and so on. A tube 7^ has rM simple regular modules, which
are conjugate under t. If a tube 7^ is homogeneous (rM 1), then we denote a

unique simple regular module in 7^ by £"M. For any simple regular module E in
7^ we denote by

> <p3E -> <p2E ^<pE^ <p°E E

a unique infinité sectional path in 7^ of epimorphisms and by

E ip°E -> tpE -> V2S -? tp3E -> • • •

a unique infinité sectional path in 7^ of monomorphisms. Then every indecomposable

module in 7^ is of the form tp>E and ifß E1 for some j > 0 and simple regular
modules £7, E' in 7^. In an obvious way we define functions

for any integer A;, such that for any simple regular module E in 7^ and / > 0 we
have:

• <pk(<plE) <pk+lE if k + I > 0, and <pk(<plE) 0 otherwise;
• ipk{iplE) ipk+lE iîk + l>0, and ipk(iplE) 0 otherwise.

Observe that for any integer k and X G 7^ we have tX i/j~(pX, t~X (p~i/jX
and (pkrX i/jkrX, where r rM.

There is a positive, sincere vector /i in Kq(A), such that

for any simple regular module E in 7^ and A; > 1.

3.2 The global dimension of A is at most 2. All preprojective and regular modules

have projective dimension at most 1, and dually all preinjective and regular
modules have injective dimension at most 1. The bilinear form on Kq(A) Zn
which extends the equality

< [M], [N] >= [M, N] - [M, N}1 + [M, N}2

and the associated quadratic form x '¦ Kq{A) —s- Z, x{v) =< V,V >, wiU play an
important role. If M has no non-zero preinjective direct summand or N has no
non-zero preprojective direct summand, then

[M\,[N] >= [M,N] - [M,N]K
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The quadratic form \ is positive semidefinite and controls the category mod A (see

[14]). This means that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1) For any XerA, *([*])€ {0,1}.
(2) For any connected, positive vector y with xiv) 1) there is precisely one

X G TA with [X] y.
(3) For any connected, positive vector y with xiv) 0, there is an infinité

family of pairwise nonisomorphic modules X G Ta with [X] y.

Moreover, x{tk) 0 and < h,y >= — < y,h > for any y G Kq{ä). Finally, we
define a linear function d : Kq{A) —s- Z, called the defect, as follows

dy_ =< h,y_ >= - < y_,h>

The main property of d is that the value d[X] is negative for any leP, positive
for any X G I, and zero for any X G 72..

Lemma 3.3. If M < N, then d[MP] - d[NP] ö[AT/] - ö[M/] > 0.

Proof. Since [M] [N], then

d[MP] + d[MR] + 3[Mj] d[NP] + d[NR]

The equalities d[MR] d[NR] 0 imply d[MP] - d[NP] d[NT] - d[MT}. Take

a homogeneous tube T^ with (M © N)^ 0. Then

0 <[N, E^} - [M,E^} [NP, E^} - [MP,E^]
< [NP], [£M] > - < [MP], [E^] >=< [NP],h >-< [MP],h >

=d[MP]-d[Np}.

3.4. Fix a tube Tß, \i G ^(K), and a module X G add(T^). Let H(X) > 0 be
the minimal number such that for any indecomposable direct summand tp> E of
X, where E is a simple regular module in 7^, we have j < H(X) (so H(X) is the
maximal quasi-length of an indecomposable direct summand of X). For any simple
regular module E in T^ we denote by ^_e(X) the multiplicity of i? as a composition
factor of a composition series of X in the category add(T^). If E\,... £V (r r^)
denote all simple regular modules in 7^, then

[X] MX)[£i] + W*)[#2] + • • • +

Moreover, the following lemma holds (see Lemma 5.1 in [15]).

Lemma 3.5. Let X be a module in add(T^) and E be any simple regular module

in T^. Then for any k > H(X) — 1 we have
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As a consequence of the above lemma we obtain

Lemma 3.6. Let i,j be integers with j > 0 and E be any simple regular module

in 7^. Then

(i) [fsi>tE,i>r-1E] 1 for all s > 0, 0 < t < r, and [X^^E] 0 for the

remaining indecomposable modules X G T^.
(n) [ipsil!tE,'4!r-1ip3E} - [(pS^E^-ifSE] 1 for all s > j, 0 < t < r, and

[X,ipr~\p3E\ — [X,tp~ip:1E] 0 for the remaining indecomposable modules

(in) If j > r, then [i^E,^E] > 1.

(w) \E,ijßE\ 1 and \E',ijßE\ 0 for all simple regular modules E' =/= E in
%¦

Applying Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6 in [15], we obtain the following result (see also

Corollary 2.2 in [2]).

Lemma 3.7. Let X G T^, s,t > 0 be integers, and M, N be A-modules with
[M] [N]. Then

(i) There exists a nonsplittable exact sequence

S : 0 -> fsX -> <fs4>t+1X 0 f-X -+ Lp-^t+lX -+ 0.

Moreover, if s < r or t < r, then ô^^ip3X) 1 for all 0 < i < s,
0 < j < t, and ös(Y) 0 for the remaining indecomposable A-modules.

N

0<i<s0<3<i

Lemma 3.8. Let M, N be A-modules with M < N and d[MP] d[NP]. Then

('0 [Mp] > [Np\.
(n) For any indecomposable simple regular module E m a tube T^ we have

(in) For any tube T^, [M^] < [N^] holds.

Proof, (i) Let / be any indecomposable injective A-module. We shall show that
[MP, I] > [NP,I]. For all but finitely many k > 0, the vector k -h-[I] is positive
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and connected. Moreover,

X(k-h-[l]) =< k-h-[I],k-h-[I] >=< [/],[/] >=*([/]) 1.

Thus for all but finitely many k > 0 there is an indecomposable A-module Xk
with [Xk\ k-h-[I\. Of course

d[Xk] =<h,k-h-[I}>=- < h, [I] >= -d[I\ < 0,

which implies that Xk is preprojective. Take k > 0 such that there exists a

preprojective A-module Xk with [Xk] kh- [I] and [MP © NP,Xk]1 0. Then

[Mp,I\ =< [MP], [I] >= -kd[MP]- < [MP], [Xk] >= -kd[MP] - [MP,Xk]
> -kd[NP] - [NP,Xk] -kd[NP}- < [NP], [Xk] >=< [NP], [I] >

[NP,I\.

Hence, [MP] > [NP].
(ii) Let r rM and s be a natural number such that sr > ^[{M^ © Nß). Then

0 <[N^l>sr~lE] - [M^l>sr~lE] [Np^l>sr~lE] - [Mp^l>sr~lE] + [Nll^l>sr~lE]

- [MM, ,l,sr-lE] =<[Np},s-h>-<[Mp},s-h>
- s(d[NP] - d[MP}) + £E(Nß) - £E(Mß) £E(Nß) - £

by Lemma 3.5.

(iii) follows from (ii), since for any X G add(T^) we have

[X] =£El(X)[E1} + ...+ £Er [X)[Er],

where r rM and E\,... ,Er denote all simple regular modules in T^.

Lemma 3.9. Let V be a disjoint union of some tubes in Ta and T" Ta \ T'.
Then for any X G addfT") and R1, R2 G add(L') with [Ri] [R2] we have

[X,R1} [X, R2] and [R1}X] [R2, X].

Proof. By duality, it is enough to prove the first equality. We may assume that
X is indecomposable and preprojective, because [X, R\] [X, R2] 0 for any
regular or preinjective A-module X G add(T"). Hence, we get

[X,RX] - [X,!?!]1 =< [X],[R!] >=< [X], [R2] >= [X,R2] - [X,R2]1.

Since [X,R\]^ [X,R2]^ 0 for any preprojective A-module X, we obtain the
required equality [X, R\] [X, R2\.
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4. Proof of the Theorem

We shall divide our proof of the Theorem into several steps. We use the notations

introduced in Sections 2 and 3.

Proposition 4.1. Let M and N Nq © N\ be A-modules without any common
indecomposable direct summands. Assume that M < N and Nq is a preprojec-
twe indecomposable A-module with \Nq,N\ \Nq,M\. If there is no admissible

sequence of the form 0 —s- Ao —? M —s- C —s- 0 for (M,N), then there exist a

homogeneous tube Tv in Ya, for which [M © N)u 0, and a nonsphttable exact

sequence

0^L^M^Eu^0,
such that [L © Ev, X] < [N, X] for any indecomposable A-module X (Ë Tv.

Proof. By Theorem 2.4 in [10] Ao embeds into M and the closure Q of the quotients
of M by No contains N\. Let t dim^M + 1 and r' U Tn U • • • U T^t be the
disjoin union of all homogeneous tubes which do not contain any indecomposable
direct summand of M © N. We set T" TA \ V. Then T" is the disjoint
union of finitely many connected components of Ta, and for any natural number
d, there is only a finite number of isomorphism classes of d-dimensional modules
from add(F"). We decompose the set Q into a finite union of pairwise disjoint
subsets T>\, T>2, • • • ,T>r such that two modules U\ © U^ and V\ © V^ from Q with
E/l, V\ £ add(r"),J/2, Vj_ G add(r'), belong to the same Vt, 1 < i < r,jî and only
if U\ ~V\. Since Q T>\ U2?2 U • • • UT>r, the module N\ belongs to Vt for some
1 < i < r. Take any V © R G Vt with V G add(T") and R G add(F'). Then any
module from Vt is, up to isomorphism, of the form V © R' for some R' G add (F7)

with [R1] [R\. Consequently, for any indecomposable module X G add(F")
we have [i?',X] [i?, X], by Lemma 3.9. Applying upper semicontinuity of the
function (Z —> dimxHomJ4(-Z', X)), we conclude that the set

Sx {Z £V~t; [Z,X] >[V®R,X] [V(&R',X]}

is closed (see [11],[13]), for any X G add(T"). Since Vt is a subset of Sx, we obtain
that [Nt,X] >[V® R,X] for any X G addfT"). Take a tube Tßc C T", for some
1 < c < t, such that any direct summand of V © N\ does not belong to 7^o. It is

possible, because dim^V < t.
Assume that R 0. Then by Lemma 3.9, for any T\ C V and j > 0, we have

[Nur1 Ex] [NuytE^] > [V^E^] \V,r>Ex].

This leads to a contradiction, since the sequence 0 —> A^o -^ M -^ V —> 0 is

admissible for (M, N). So, there is a tube % CT' such that V © R /© f3 Ev for
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some A-module / and j > 0. Then, for an epimorphism p : (pJ Ev —> Ev we obtain
the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns

0

1

No —>
I
L —>
1

3j-l j?

M

M

0

1

/© Ljß^1E
1

—> I®tp>Ev
1 (0,p)

-^ Ev
1

0

0

Hence, for any T\ C (V \ Tu) and k > 0, applying Lemma 3.9, we get

This leads to [L © EVl X] < [N, X] for any X e TA \ %.

Proposition 4.2. Let M and N be A-modules without any common indecomposable

direct summand and such that M < N and Mp © Np is nonzero. Let r rM
and E be any simple regular module in T^ for some ^ € P (K). If there is no
admissible sequence for (M,N), then

(i) d[MP] d[NP}.
(n) S'M N{ips%l)tE) 0 holds for some s > 0 and 0 < t < r.
(in) For any j > 1 such that tp~(p>E is a direct summand of M, the equality

6'M Ar(^sV;*-B) 0 holds for some s > j and 0 < t < r.
(w) There are infinitely many modules X in T^ with ö'M N{X) 0.

(v) There are infinitely many modules X in T^ with Sm,n(X) 0.

Proof, (i) If Sm,n{X) 0 for all indecomposable preprojective A-modules, then,
by Lemma 2.5, (j,(Mp,X) jj,{Np,X) for any indecomposable preprojective A-
module, and consequently Mp Np 0, which gives a contradiction. Let iVo

be a minimal, with respect to <, indecomposable preprojective A-module with
Sm,n(No) > 0. Then by Lemma 2.5 we get

(i(N,N0)-(i(M,N0) Sm,n(No) > 0,
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because X -< Nq for any indecomposable direct suminand X of E{Nq) © tNq
This implies that N Nq (B N\ for some A-module N\ Of course, 5'M n{Nq)
Sm n(tNq) 0 and consequently [No, N] [No, M] By Proposition 4 1, there is

a nonsplittable exact sequence

such that Tv is a homogeneous tube for which (M © N)„ 0 and [L © EVl X] <
[N, X] for any indecomposable A-module X (Ë Tv Observe that Lr © Lj
Mr © Mi Then we get a nonsplittable exact sequence

S 0^ LP ^ MP ^ Eu^0
such that (5j](X) < Sm n(X) for any indecomposable A-module X <^ Tu Thus
there is £ > 0 such that S-^^E^) > 5m n^E,,), because S is not admissible for
(M, N) We set F Ev Since t-^>*F ^>*F, we get

Ssif'F) ö'vtfF) [<p*F, Lp(&F}- [ffF, MP] [^F,F] 1

and

ÔMNif'F) =[JV,^F] - [MrfF] [NprfF] - [MprfF] =< [NpU^F] >

- < [MP], [f'F] >=< [NP],(t + 1) h>-<[MP],(t + l) h>
=(t+l)(d[Mp]-d[NP])

This leads to d[MP] - d[NP] < 1 and, by Lemma 3 3, we have d[MP] d[NP]
(u) Since Mp <ext Lp®Ev, then Mp < Lp®Ev Let X be any indecomposable

A-module If X £ V U Tß, then [X,MP] [X,LP © ^^E] 0 IfXeTß, then
0 [X, MP] < [X, LP © 'i/'r-1S] Since [eJ\ h= [V~lE], applying Lemma 3 9

for any preprojective module X, we obtain

0 <[X, LP © ^r-lE] - [X, Mp] [X, LP © Ev] - [X, MP]

[X,L® Ev] - [X, M] < [X, N] - [X, M]

Thus MP <Lp(& %l)r-lE and

[X, LP © x^-xE\ - [X, MP\ < [X, N] - [X, M]

for any indecomposable A-module X ^ T^ By Proposition 2 7, there is an admissible

sequence
So 0 -> Li -> MP -^ L2 -^ 0

for (Mp,LP © V''"1^) Hence, [X,Li © L2] < [^, £p © V''"1^] 0 for any
indecomposable module 1 ^ P U TM This implies that L\ © L% G add(P U 7^)
Since the sequence So is n°t admissible for (M, ./V), we get

[X, ^r-lE] [X, LP © V^1^] - [X, Mp] > [X, N] - [X, M]
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for some indecomposable module X G Tß. By Lemma 3.6(i), [(psiptE,ipr~^E] 1

for all s > 0, 0 < t < r and [X,ripr~^E] 0 for the remaining modules X G Tß.
Hence, 6'M^N{X) [X, N] - [X, M] 0 for some X tp^^E, s > 0 and 0 < t < r.

(iii) Assume that tp~(p>E is a direct summand of M for some j > 1. Take the
admissible sequence

So : 0 -> Li -> MP -> L2 -> 0

for {Mp,Lp © ipr~^E), considered in (ii). We can write L2 L'^ © Y such that
Ll©L^ is preprojective and Y G add(T^). If Y 0, then [X, Li©L2]-[^, MP] 0

for any X G 7^, and moreover So is an admissible sequence for (M,N). Hence

7^0, and consequently

[X, Y] [X, Li © L2 © Y] - [X, Mp] < [X, LP © V^1^] - [X, MP] [X, V^1^]

for any X in 7^. Applying Lemma 3.6(iv) we get [S, y] < [E, ripr~^E\ 1 and

[E',Y] < [E'/ip'-l-E} 0, for all simple regular modules E' ^ E in TM, and
consequently Y is indecomposable and y i/jkE for some A; > 0. Since \Y,Y] <
[y, ripr~^E] < 1, we obtain A; < r, by Lemma 3.6. Let

e : L^ © ^Vfc£ -> L^ © VfcS L2

be a natural epimorphism. Then the pull back of So under e is a sequence of the
form

Sj : 0 -> Li -^ MP © V~^£ ^ L2 © V^^-E ^ 0,

because kere is isomorphic to 'ip^cp^E and Ext^^Mp/ip^cp0E) 0. Observe that
Mp © tp~(p>E is a direct summand of M and J^, < ö^ This implies that
<5j] (X) < (5^ jv(-X") for any indecomposable A-module X (Ë 7^. Since the sequence

Sj is not admissible for (M, AT), we get J^ (X) > J^ ^(X) for some X G 7^. Then

because (fo'ipkE may be treated as a submodule of ipJipr^^E. Applying Lemma
3.6(ii) we get that [^^E^^-^-Ej-l^^'E^p-^ E] 1 for all s > j,0 <t <r,
and [Y, (pJipr~^E] — [Y^ip^ifJE] 0 for the remaining indecomposable modules
Y G 7^. Thus, X ^>sV/£ and J^ N(X) 0 for some s > j and 0 < t < r.

(iv) Suppose that the required claim is not true. Take a maximal s > 0 and
a simple regular module E' in 7^ such that S'M N(<psE') 0. Applying (ii) for
the simple regular module t~E', we infer that there are numbers s' > 0 and
0 < t' < r with ö'MN(cps''iptrT-E') Ö'M N{ips'-1ijjt'+1E') 0. Take a pair

(s',t') with maximal number s'. Since 5'M N(cps''ip1'^E') cps'+r'(t^'^E1),
then s' < s' + t' < s, by maximality of s. Thus, 5'M N(cpk'iplT~E') > 0 for all
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k > s' and 0 < / < r. Applying Lemma 3.7(ii), we get

because s + 1 > s' and 0 < t' < r. Thus yfiftE1 is a direct summand of M for
some s' < i < s and 0 < j < r. Let E t^^E'. Then V~^+J+1£ is a direct
summand of M, and applying (iii), we get numbers p > i + j + 1 and 0 < q < r
with 5'M^N{tpP'^E) 0. Observe that tpP'^E ipP-^^+oT-e' and 0 < q + j <
2t. If q'+j < r, then d'MN(tpP-H^T-E1) 0, because p - j > i + 1 > s'.

This leads to q + j > r, and ^>-o^i+oT-E' ^-J+^^+J-V"E'. But then
à'MtN{<pp~0+r4>q+:>~rT-E') 0, because p - j + r > s' and 0 < q + j - r < r,
which is a contradiction.

(v) follows from (iv) and the formula Sm,n(X) S'M n(t~X).

Proposition 4.3. Let M and N he A-modules with M < N. Assume that there
ts a tube T^ m Ta such that 5m,n('(1>~1 E) 0 and Sm,n(iP:>~ E) > 0 for some
simple regular module E m T^ and j > H^M^ © N^) + r, where r r^. Then
there exists an admissible sequence for (M,N).

Proof. Applying Lemma 3.5 we get

- [M,$>E\ [NP 9^,P]- [MP 0 MM,

< [NP], W>E\ >-< [MP],

and similarly

5m,nWTE) < [NP], W~rE\ >-< [MP], Y\

+ £E(Nß)-£E(Mß).

This leads to

-< [MP], W~rE]
<[NP],-h>-< [MP],-h >= d[NP] - d[MP] 0.

Take a maximal number k such that j — r < k < j — 2 and ÔM,N{i>kE) 0.

Then we have Sm^^E) > 0 for any k < t < j. If öM,N{fc^dE) > 0 for all
—k — 1 < c < 0 and k < d < j, then we set Y 0, p —k — 2 and q k + 1.

Assume now that this is not the case. Take a maximal number c and a number d
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such that -k-l<c<0,k<d<j and Öm^n^^E) 0. Of course, c < 0.

Applying Lemma 3.7(ii), we get

c<p<0k<q<d

- 5M,N{'4>dE) - öM,N{^pkE) < -ÖM,N(^dE) < 0,

because k < d < j. Hence, Y (ppipqE is a direct summand of M for some
c < p < 0 and k < q < d.

We set V ipqE and W cpP'^E. Applying Lemma 3.7(i) for X ipP+1ipiE,
s —p — 1, t j — q — 1, we get a short exact sequence

(/1./2)
Q : 0 -> y > VJ-B © ^ > W -> 0,

where î : y —s- ^£7 is a monomorphism. Further, <5q(X) 1 for any X G y
{ipvipwE; p<v<0,q<w<j} and ôq{X) 0 for the remaining indecomposable
A-modules X, because t < r. Thus, Sq < ôm,n, and so M(&V(&W < N®Y(B%p3E.
Moreover,

0 < [N © Y © ip3E, ip3E] - [M © V © W, V^£)] < [^ ^-E] - [-M", ip3E}=0

and M © y © W <deg AT © Y © V^i?, by Proposition 3 in [9]. Observe that the set
of isomorphism classes of kernels of epimorphisms M © (V © W) -^ ip3E is finite.
Therefore, there is a nonsplittable short exact sequence

0:O^L^M(BV(BW —g-+ %p3 E —> 0

such that L <deg N © F, by Theorem 2.4 in [10]. Of course, M M' © Y for
some A-module M'. We may consider the module V as a submodule of y^i?.

We claim that for any g' G Roma(Y ®V (BW, 1p3 E) we have iing' Ç V. Indeed,
since

E CipE c--- CV ipqE c • • • C ip3E

is the unique composition series of ip3E in add(T^), we get irrig' 1p3 E for some
0 < j' < j. On the other hand, the equality img' 1p3 E implies that there is an
indecomposable direct summand ipkipJ E of (Y © V © W), for some k > 0. This
leads to j' < q, which proves our claim.

Then the epimorphism g is of the form

9 {91,1-92) '¦ M' © (Y © V (B W) -+ 1p3E,

for some g\ : M' -^ tp3 E and g<2 : Y © V © W —s- y.
Consider the pull back of the sequence
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gi igi o

0 0 \y
0 ^ L ^ MI@{Y@V@W)@Y U ^E © Y

under the monomorphism I I : V —s- ip^E © Y. Then we obtain the following
V ^ /

commutative diagram with exact rows and columns

-> L
II

-> L

0

1

— Z —>
1

—>M' © (Y © y © VF) © Y—>
1

VF

1

0

0

1

V
1

%l)3E ©y

VF

1

0

^0

^0
2)

Hence we get an exact sequence

{fl91,fV92,h)
0^Z^M'(B(Y(&V(&W)(&Y > W -> 0.

We may consider the module Z as a submodule of M' © (Y © V © VF) © Y. Since

/l*<72 ~fifgi, we obtain a submodule Z' {(0,m,fg2(m)); m &Y (BV (B W}
of Z. It is easy to see that Z' ~ Y © V" © VF, Z Z' © Zi for some A-module Zi,
and there exists an exact sequence of the form

Observe that, for any A-module X, we have

öy(X) =[Zi©VF,X]- [M,X] [Zl®W®Y®V,X]-[M®Y®V,X]
[Z, X] - [M © Y © V, X] < [L © V, X] - [M © Y © V, X]
[L,X]-[M®Y,X] < [N®Y,X]-[M®Y,X] öm,

because Z <ext L © V and L <deg N (BY. Thus the sequence ^ is admissible for
(M, AT), and this finishes the proof.

4.4. Proof of Theorem. Let M and AT be two A-modules such that M < N. We
shall show that M <ext N. By Lemma 1.2 in [10], we may assume that the relation
M < N is minimal.

We claim that there is an admissible exact sequence for (M, N). Suppose that
this is not the case. We may assume that M and N have no common indecomposable

direct summand. If Mp Np Mj Nj 0, then by Theorem 1 in [15], or
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Section 3 in [9], M Mr <ext Nr N. Then by definition of the relation <ext,
there is an admissible sequence for (M, N), and we get a contradiction. Hence, up
to duality, we may assume that Mp © Np is nonzero. Then by Proposition 4.2(i),
<9[Mp] <9[iVp] and applying Lemma 3.8(i) and its dual we obtain

[MP] > [NP] and [M/] > [AT/].

Assume that [Mp] [Np] and let V be any indecomposable A-module. If V is

preprojective, then

SMp,np(V) [NP,V] - [MP,V] [N,V] - [M,V] > 0,

otherwise

SMp,np(V) S'MptNp(T-V) [t~V,Np] - [t-V,Mp] =0-0 0.

This implies that MP < NP and by Corollary 4.2 in [10], MP <ext NP. Then, by
definition of the relation <ext, there is an admissible sequence for (Mp, Np). Since

Smp,np _ $m,n, this sequence is admissible for (M,N), again a contradiction.
Hence, [Mp] > [Np], and consequently Y^[MM] < ^ZI-^m]' wnere the summation

runs through all /x G F^-(K). Applying Lemma 3.8(iii), we conclude that there is

ji e P^if) such that [Mfj] < [Nß]. We set r rM and let E\,... ,Er be all simple
regular modules in Tß. Then by Lemma 3.8(ii) there is a simple regular module
E in TM with £E(Mß) < £E(Nß), because [X] tEl(X)[Ei] + ¦ ¦ - + £Er(X)[Er] for

any X G add(T^). Applying Lemma 3.5, we get

< [Np], [rr~XE] >-< [Mp], [rr-XE]
> < [Np], s-h> - < [MP],s ¦ h >= -sd[Np] + sd[MP] 0,

for any integer s satisfying sr > H(Mß © A^). Hence 5m,n{X) > 0 for infinitely
many X in 7^.

Applying Proposition 4.2(v), we infer that there are a simple regular module
F in Tß and a number j > H(Mß © A^) + r such that Sm^^F) 0 and
either 5M nW^F) > 0 or 5M n{<£~'^F) > 0. Let F' t-^xF. Then either
5m,n{'^F) 0 < 5m,n{'^-XF) or 5'MN{^F') 0 < ö'm^^F'). Then by
Proposition 4.3 or its dual there exists an admissible exact sequence for (M,N).
This proves our claim.

Take an admissible sequence 0 —> L\ —> M' -^ Li -^ 0 for (M, N). This implies
that M M1 © V for some A-module V and we obtain M <ext L\ © L<2 © V < N.
Since the relation M < N is minimal, then N L\ © L^ © V. This leads to
M <ext AT, and completes the proof.
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